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Overview
Crewed Mars missions offer the opportunity to
further human knowledge and presence in
space. Two concept Mars missions are
compared here. One is based on nuclear
fission thermal rocket propulsion (NTP) and the
other is based on a fusion propulsion concept.
NASA’s Mars Design Reference Architecture
5.0 (DRA5) identifies (NTP) as enabling crewed
Mars missions. The Mars DRA5 study is the
source for the NTP mission. Fusion technology
has the potential to offer greater power
densities than fission. Ground test experiments
are underway for achieve fusion using the Zpinch technique. A pulsed Z-pinch concept
mission will serve as the fusion mission for this
study.

Impact
The Z-pinch fusion concept vehicle potentially
offers significantly faster transit times at the
same payload mass fraction as the NTP
mission. The NTP mission seems to be a more
near-term option since the technology for the
hardware has already undergone
demonstration and significant development.
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Key Findings
Vehicles
Ares V launches
IMLEO (mt)
Payload (mt)
Outbound (d)
Stay (d)
Return (d)
Fuel type

NTP
3
9
850
268
210
496
210
H2

Z-pinch
1
~5
456
150
90
?
87
D, T, 6Li

NTP technology had many years of ground
testing during the NERVA/Rover program
showing very promising results.

Explanation
A crewed Mars mission program stands to
increase popular general interest in space and
science. This broad interest results in stronger
support for space science and exploration. The
public push for a focused effort on humans-toMars missions necessitates investment a
strong robotic planetary science program.
According to NASA Mars DRA5 report, human
Mars missions will require robotic precursor
missions.
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